Inner Champion Guided Journal
Activating Your Inner Champion
Module 1: Wake Up Your Inner Champion

Inside all of us lives an optimistic voice that believes in us—no matter what. That Inner Champion
patiently roots for us, urges us to give our best, and readies us for whatever life may hand us.
When you harness the power of that brilliant voice, anything is possible. This journal is a place
to write your thoughts and deepen your experience with the Activating Your Inner Champion
Audio learning program.

PREPARE
Bring this journal and Module 1 of the audio learning program to a place where you can be
relaxed and uninterrupted for at least 45 minutes.
Begin listening to the audio and when prompted, answer the questions below. Use the space
provided or a personal journal:
What do you know about your Inner Champion so far?:

When have you been aware of it?:

When have you wished you had it?

Return to the Audio program before completing the next section.

REFLECT
Listen to the Garden of Possibility Visualization on the audio learning program. When prompted, record your thoughts and observations here or in a personal journal. It’s a valuable way
to process what you’ve experienced.
Describe your Garden of Possibility:

Describe your Inner Champion:

What did you learn from your Inner Champion?

What surprised you?

What did you already know?

ACTION
#1: IN THE NEXT 7 DAYS –
 Create a visual reminder of the energy/image/voice of your Inner Champion.
• Draw a picture
• Create a collage
• Find a symbol/image/picture or object that represents your Inner Champion in
any way that suits you.
	You are not limited to just one of these. Have fun and create whatever vivid visual
reminder inspires and excites you.
 Place your visual representation in a prominent location so that you see it EVERY DAY

#2: IN THE NEXT 30 DAYS –
 S pend 10 minutes each day listening for and connecting with the voice/energy of
your Inner Champion.
• Use your visual reminder
• or go to the Garden of Possibility—find the way to listen that works for you.
After all, we promised that we would be actively and consciously listening for
that inner guide!

#3: KEEP IT GOING! You have developed a great habit for listening. Below, there are additional questions to keep your learning and growing active. Use your journal or the space
provided to noodle on these questions.
When you are done with the exercises in this Guided Journal, then you are ready for
Module 2: Know and Grow Your Inner Champion. In module 2, we will use the knowledge
and the wisdom of our Inner Champions to courageously face and embrace FEAR and
DOUBT!
I would love to hear from you about your experiences as you develop and strengthen your
connection to your Inner Champion. You can email me at Mary@coacholk.com or message
me on Facebook: www.facebook.com/maryolk
Looking forward to connecting with you!
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ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS TO PONDER
What are the consequences you experience when you tune in to your Inner Champion?

When have you dismissed or ignored your Inner Champion?

What are the consequences when you ignore your Inner Champion?

What is available to you when you are connected to your Inner Champion?

How will you expand your experiment with this internal resource?

